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MEMORANDUM ON THE BOMB 1 

-c Statement of the problem 
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The public discussion o the i s sue of the bomb seema~bo 
be based on .~alse p»emise- a premise which is rarely explicitly 

-~ <-I..--..-~(/.:- ~ stated but almost invariably implied ) · · · ( ' , 
I I , l f ) _, ) -vv- t :Z <"'--"t. 

t.-...... J"-v;-'1/\AJ L v, J"-'v;:7 1- !.-~ / L - p ... / .l--' ~ -z. '- ..__.. 'l ~----- (_ 

~i L ~? L'- J-1 "-- .J 1 ~ .....-- "'-z_ ._ 1.- -... , ) t.. ,: .-<- t '- 'L- , ~ 
(_ This agaim became very apparent in the public discuss i on , 

(bfl /the b omb which preceded the last elections. Those who advocate~ . 
r----),t.,.,.~~~ < )- / -.,....; '~ 

that we should stop testing hydrogen bombs &Qv~&ated~is\~~ , tfie ~ ~' 

first step towards the elimination of the bomb ,arl ogether from the 

armaments of the nations which now possess it. Their premise, not 
c/~4 k-L,-<::> 

explicitly stated but a'trongly )implied, fst aa .g_o.--J;a. -- 1-c- -

~~ C(tLf-L'-'~LL_ i..-<--~.-1---c-; 
omehow we must devise a foolproof inspection system and 

v "1 

get the Russians to agree to it. As soon as we can be sure that ~ 

we can get such an inspection system in operation so that we must no£ 

fear secret evasion of the agreement - for we are not willing to 

take the risk of unilateral disarmament - both we and Russia ~~n 
.L ~ 'Jvv> ....... 

then proceed to elii!J.inate the bombs p)ttogethe ir' from our ~~79-fl~~,:-;---
,......., I ;, , "' ./ /,_ 

advocated the stopping of bomb tests and 
.. ~ ""'-~ ___... and 

have tent&btve~~~ce~t&d his tenetJ~n=~~ 
.~<- > ( :r- L' '{ r ~ ...,--t-.-"-'2- ~ .-,__,_ - ~ ~ ~ 

~~"" th a tenet is false and ,J.s probably false in two res pacta: 

valid reason to believe that e1$her Russia or America 

would want to eliminate the bombs from their armaments even 1f they 
·~r 

could be sure that all other nations ,...wo~ttld do likewise and even 1f 

they could be 

u.s. / 6 uld be 
,/ I I ] L l I '- ,( ~~( r~~ ~ r / 

sure that secret violations by either Russia or the 
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fL~f- With the bomb gone and the clock of history turned back 

-<' 

to where it was/ before the last war, we ~an then relax and continue 

our~ efforts towards the establishment of a stable world 

order that had begun with President Wilson's actions towards the 

end of World War I. Why - assuming the absence of bombs - we 

should be more successful in this respect today than we were after 
v ........ ~ 

World War I, is not quite clear. It is also not clear why - if 

another world war brqaks out for essentially the same reasons for 

which wars have broken out in the past - such world war bould not 

Unless, of course one 
r- ~...£ 

assumes that somehow Russia and America will have forgotten / how 

end in an all out atomic catastrophy 

make hydrogen bombs. 

There was no essential difference among those who 

to 

advoc~ted ~he stopping of bomb tests and those who opposed it in 
')'-< / ~ ~ L -I ,;(... ~~ 

~~~gard• They disagreed merely on the %KBtt~Kix technical 

I 

_,_£ "-'- -;- 1\. t 
aspects of the bomb tests; they did not disagree ot:l the- ~ba~ic enekt 

...-/'-'(_ . 

lae~r e abOive s~ ~pe-Gt premise( of our long-range national 
, .... /~ ~_.,___,_ ~t!' t~l. r~/ /- ......... - ~ 

policy. Because of this the ,.oB~--e.g.a..t-p:J:.b'U-t-ioa-ef. t~pre-election 
..... ..!'*'~ ~ ,r/( ....-r..._ -/- l t!.p h 

discus a ion ; .. --4:-n~r. / ,t: si~? ...,.of o':rc thin~g on the 

subject of the bomb-- if anything can / ndeed increaseJ the prevailing 

c~nfus ion still further. 
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( tarts ~n middle of sentence) 

the governments or th gre t powers are more inclined th e 7 to 

think 1n t rma of ~litary force rather th n in t rms or political 

incentives. Therefore 1 real1at1cally speaking, the urgent que tion 

before us toda7 ia th1 : what pol1c7 cone rn1ng the bomb should the 

gre t powers adopt that ooul4 be put into aovion in every oone 1vable 

contingency without invoking the da.npr of' trigg ring an 11-out at<.llldo 
I 

tt ek ? W are ra. idly moving a~ pre nt to n at<lllic t ... l t 

which, depending on the olio that 1 aopt 1 might be t bl or 

t leJ i.e. depending o h policy adopted a minor perturbanc might 

trigg r an all-out tomic tt ck or el e ev n jor perturbanoe will 

r 11 to do o. 

Ju$t what reoisely. ia m ant by the t na, a taaic tale

mate, in this context ? How are we going to derive a policy concerning 

the bomb th t fulfill th requirement of tability in such a tale• 

te? \~ t ~ induce the government of the 8 t powers to opt 

uch a pol1oy, 1f one can be found? Sh 11 we appeal to th enlightened 

a lf-1nt rest or the nation or hall we ppeal to the ba ic mor 1 

1asu , to wh1oh the nibera or the national ov rnments, being human 

beina , re to some extent usceptible ? Theae re the que a tiona th t 

I now h 11 try to w r. 
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nsert page 5, continued 

violent actions of individuals in an orderly co.-unity. When it camea 

to nations, clearly the broader question is what are the incentives that 

move nations to action and occasionally to a~ed action? By creating a 

situation in the world where nations have no incentive to ar.m and to 

uae force to settle their claima 1 the role of the defense establishment 

in the light of the nation will be dialniahed and may finally became 
long 

negligible. As .... , however, aa the great nations maintain large de-

fense establishments, military thinking will influence their policies. 

Because it is the responsibility or the militar,y establishment to be 

prepared for any conceivable contingency, and because the military es

tablishments are untrained in political thinking and incapable of apprais

ing what contingencies are likely and what contingencies are unlikely to 

occur. 

The governments of the great powers must at present have 

a policy on the bomb which could be put into action in every conceivable 

contingency without triggering an all-out atomic attack. The policy must 

be auch as to render the atomic stalemate which is in the offing stable 

in the sen e that even major perturbanoee do not trigger an all-out atomic 

attack. Just what precisely is meant by the ter.m atomic stalemate in 

thia context? How are we going to arrive at such a policy? And how are 

we going to get the governments of the great powers to adopt it? Shall 

we appeal to the enlightened self-interest of the nations or shall we 

appeal to the basic moral issue, to which the members or the governments 

being human beings are to some extent susceptible? 
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It should be obvious kaz that mw discussion here has 
~ 

nothing to do with Iran. There is no reason to believe that 

Russia would have any incentive to move troops into Iran even 

it by doing so she did not incur the risk of an international conflict. 

I have chosen Iran as an example precisely because this is the oa e . 

It is tar easier to discuss aa dispassionately a contingency that is mani

festly unlikely to occur than a contingency that i likely to occur. It 

was mw purpose to demonstrate, by using this example , that our prevailing 

policy on the bomb ia a bad policy, because of necessity it will lead 

in case of a local conflict, in which America and Russia intervene mili

tarily on opposite sides, either to the total destruction of the area 

which is being defended before the fighting can be topped or else to an 

expansion of the conflict and the triggering of an all-out atomie catas

trophe. 

What then are the principles on which a saner policy on the 

bomb must be based? In discussing this problem I shall limit ~self be

low, as I have limited ~self up to now, to purely military considerations. 

Were I to discus the broader policy or the issue of peace, which is 

of course the overriding issue to which sooner or later we must devote 

our attention, I would be quickly led into an unexplored area of politi

cal thought. A really adequate discussion or the ia•ue of peace is not 

possible without doing so. Let us for a moment look at the simpler 

problem and think for a moment of what it ia that ke ps peace in the 

community, and why it is that violent action of one individual against 

another is the exception rather than the rule. Whatever the reasons 

are. it ia clear that we cannot exhaustively deal with them by discussing 

the organization of the police and the kind of weapons with which the 

police is equipped. Clearly it ia not the polic~alone that limits the 

I 
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How shall we go about deriving the right baaio philosophy? 

Muat we aak ourselves what 1s the morally right thing to do, or shall 

we tr.y rationally to think about our enlightened self-interest ? 

/ 

I 
\ 
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It is important for us to ask ourselves why thi was so. 

For one thing, it is frequently easier for individuals, 

a well as for governments, to find out what the right thing to do 1s 

than to discover the expedient course of action . For instance, during 

the Korean war after American troops had pushed the north Korean troops 

who had invaded south Korea back to the 38th parallel, it was perfectly 

obvious that the right thing to do was to stop there. Whether or not 

China would intervene if we did cross the 38th parallel, it was tmpossi

ble to say with any degree of assurance. It would have been possible 

to apgue this issue back and forth forever, and there was not much time 

in which to decide whether to stop at the 38th parallel or to go for

ward. Thus we took a calculated risk, crossed the 38th parallel, and 

it turned out to be a miscalculated risk. In the atomic stale te which 

is approaching, there will not be much of a margin left for error and 

we had better not take miscalculated risks. What holds for governmental 

decisions also holds for the decisions of individuals like the shopkeepers 

of England. Most of the time individuals pursue their individual silf

interest in a traditional manner. They are guided by precedence and the 

experience of many generations . It occurs only rarely that moral consi

derations interfere or have to be taken into account. But when the 

opportunity arises for a. radical innovation -- such as the introduction 

or fixed prices -- it becomes manife t that the rational pursuit of en

lightened self-interest does not come naturally to individuals. Indivi-

mals are governed by emotions, desires. and passions as well as by tradi

tions . Deprived of the guidance of tradition few, if any, are capable 
rational 

of a consistent pursuit of ~ considerations . Hence useful social 
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innovations rarely come bout as a result of the pursuit of snl1ghtened 

self-interest . Since ind~viduals who happen to have a passion for 
the 

doing/right iC thing are not numerous either, yet they outnumber the 

former and exert on oooa ion a measurable effeot on human progress. 
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and in addition most individuals are to some extent susceptible to an 

appeal which is made on moral grounds. Governments, however, do not 

act like individuals even though they are co posed or individuals. The 

selfishness of individuals ia mitigated by their occasional generosity 

but people delegate to their governments only their self-interest, not 

their generosity. The governmen~represent the people by and large 

in the manner 1n which a l awyer represents his client. This means 

that governments cannot be expecte~ to give much weight to moral considera

tions, and the only effective appeal to them must be based on considera

tions of enlightened self-interest. This does not mean that governments 

are evil; it only means that they are amoral, and even this is not entirely 

true for governments are composed of individual who are not devoid of 

conscience. Unfortunately, this makes matters frequently rather worse 

than better. For these consciences prevent the governments from embark

ing on an evil course based on strictly rational considerations of en

lightened self-interest of the nation for which there is often frequently 

substituted an irrational course of action which appears to be le s evil 

but leads to consequences which a:,re equally bad. It is frequently easier 

to find out what the right thing to do is than to discover the expedient 

course of action. But governments are , by and large, precluded fro being 

guided in the direction or wha't; is ' the "right thing to do " . 

For instance, during the Korean war after American troops 

had pushed the north Korean troops who had invaded south Korea back to the 

38th paral lel . it was perfectly o~vious that the right thing to do was to 

stop there . Whethe, or not China w .,uld intervene if we did cross the 38th 

parallel , it was ~possible to say ~ ri~~ any degree of assurance . It would 

have been .poasible to argue this *ss ~ e back and forth forever, and there 
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was not much time in which to decide whether to stop at the 38th parallel 

or to go forward. Thus we took a calculated riak~ oro sed the 38th paral

lel ~ and it turned out to be a miscalculated risk. In the atomic tale

mate which is approaching, there will not be left much of a margin for 

error and we had better not take miscalculated risks . 

I 
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During the war the Germans had attempted to force Holland 

out of the war by bombing the residential s ctions of Rott rd fro the 

air and killing tens of thousands of men, women~ and children. Terror 

bombing may thus have been invented by the Germans , but it i the 

British and the Americans who, by resorting to it themselves, mad it 

respectable. It is they who have abolished the moral and psychological 

barriers against the use of the bomb as an instrument or s murder . 

Primarily becaus of this~ the scientists turned their attention after 

the war almoat exclu ively to the issue of getting rid of the bomb, and 

there was no one among them left who was willing to examine dispassion

ately whether the bomb - cleansed of its bl y connation - might not 

provide us with a novel basis for the organization of peaoe . To some 

extent this preoccupation with atomic 41aa nt was justified ror 

there was a real danger that a war between rica and Russia might 

break out as the ' direct result of an atomic arms race after the first 

Russian atomic bomb test . 

( 
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I do not wish to discuss here the moral iaaue raised 

by the use of the bomb that caused such an upheaval among the scientists 
working for the Manhattan District between the testing of the bomb at 

Alamagordo and the actual 4ropp1ng or the bomb on Hiroshima. But can 

&n7one seriously doubt that, had Germany - just prior to losing the war -
somehow got a few atomic bombs, and had she destroyed an American city 

in th way in which we destroyed Hiroshima 

1n preparation for the Nuremberg trials, the dropping of an atomic bomb 

on a city would have been defined as a war crime and those responsible 

for this crime would have been tried at Nuremberg and hanged. 



- . 

surprising for men are not rational beings . They ~re 

self-interest is so few 

precedence , emotions and desires~ and the 
........ 

a rational pur~ult of enlightened 

contribution to social prog~ess 

is neglegible. The number passion for doing 

the right thing is not outnumber the former 

thing . Governments a re not men althougp they are co osed 
~---

men . We cannot expect any governmen o have a passion for doing --_,..,/ 
the right thing, and the only~1s on which we can appeal to governments 

is on the basis self-interest . But inasmuch as 

they a re who find it difficult to rationally pursue 

they will find it di~ficult to do so; 

is what they need to d] 
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can ~ therefore appeal to governments only on the 

t eir enlightened self-interest and even then, rega rdless 

case may be, we still might fail . For government is 

nd man is not given to ~ational considerations of 
_.__- 11- - ~ re 

his self-interest . f his emotions re involved and if he has the 
~ ~ 

right emotions, ~ Pwill have ~ittle trouble in discovering what needs 

' I '- ./ 

to~ aone; ust foliowi~g his heart. But if he has the wrong 

emotions or desires, and if he tries to use his brain, more likely 

than not he will be tripped up by his desires and come out with the 

wrong conclusions. Scientists, I regret to say, are not immune to 

-this weakness , which may be seen if they step out side of science. 
'- ~ 

A. H. Compton, in his book 11 Atomic Quest 11
, writesr-r:Now , 

why could they not think of a way? Of course, they may not have 

1v~~ known that Japan was actualty suing for peace but everybody, 

including the Japanese , knew that Japan could not win the war and 

was in fact losing the war . \~en such a point is reached, bringing 

the war to an end ceases to be a military problem. When such a point 

is rea ched, bringing the war to an end becomes a political problem, 

and the responsibility for it ought to be shifted from the Wa r Depart

ment to the State Department . vfuy could these physicists not have 

spoken as follows: 11The war against Japan is won . There remains to 

negotiate peace. We suggest that our government contact the Japanese 

government, not by way of radio announcements but through diploma tic 

channels, and make the following proposal: ' We are ready to enter 

into peace negotiations with Japan . However, we have one condition . 

Before we start these negotiations, we want to demonstrate to the 



Japanese G overnment a new type of bomb which is far more destructive 

than any heretofore built. We propose that the Japanese Government 

designate a city of about 100,000 inhabitants, remove the inhabitants 

from the city, send observers to watch the projected demonstration -

who are advised to stay ten miles away from the center of the city. 

If the Japanese Government agrees to this demonstration, we shall send 

a single bomber, accompanied by an observer plane; only one bomb will 

be dropped, and our planes will then return. Subsequent to this demon

stration, we shall then be ready to enter into peace negotiations. We 

feel that it is only fair that we acquaint Japan with the destructive 

power of our new bombs in order to enable Japan to conduct the 

peace negotiations oh /"Qur;~Y;JaiJt on a realistic basis' . " 

Now why could such a course not have been adopted? Henry 

Stimson, who was at that time Secretary of \~Jar, :fR has given his reason 

but his reason is an insult to our intelligence. At the time when we 

had to decide about dropping the bomb, so . Stimson explains, we 

had only two bombs . Since we had tested only one bomb, we could not , 
rt' be sure that these ~ombs were not duds, and therefore we could not 

have staged a demonstration of the sort here indicated without risking 

a loss of face . Why we could not have waited a few weeks, and tested 

a second bomb and , if need be, a third and fourth bomb before we staged 

such a demonstration, . Stimson does not say . It m ght well be 

that the course of act here proposed would have invo ved a delay; 

not the delay necessitat by making more \bombs, but the lay involved 

9. 

an agreement w thin our own gov rnment, and seco dly between 

rnment and our ailies . 

inconvenience and delay 
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nave been considerations involved other than the 

desire weeks' d ~y that the m~nufacture of further 
• #_ I 

bombs would have necessitated . In order to negotiate peace with 

Japan, it would have been necessary to go to the inconvenience of nego-

tiating first of all within our own government, and secondly between our 

own government and our allies the peace terms to be proposed to Japan. 

Our government had to balance our desire to bring the war to an end 

as soon as possible on the basis of unconditional surrender at the 
for 

cost of precedent ~K the use of the bomb as an instru-

ment of mass murder, Against the inconvenience of having to reach, 

within our own government and subsequently between our own government 

and our allies, the basic terms for a negotiated peace with Japan ~ 

~t~ leaving moral considerations out of account ~ decision 

reached can hardly 

who possess such a sense . 

based on force and might is the world 
·-

in which we arebound to could have 

lived much easier wifuh the b as a 

symbol of demolition rather made or mass murder. 

Because the bomb has become a s~ol of ~s~u it will now be 

very difficult to think about the bomb -- on how to live withlthe bomb 

in a rational and dispassionate manner . 

This is precisely what we must now do if we want to escape an 

all-out atomic catastrophe . Bec.ause the bomb is wholly unprecedented, 

if we want to live with it and remain at peace, we must do thi~gs which 

are wholly unprecedented. If we are willing to do this, we might 

able to achieve a situation which is 

the attempt might provide us with an ~ntirely new tool of policy. It 
.,/ 
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not wish to discuss here the moral issue r a ised 
~~ 

such an upheaval among ~(SCientists 

~iy between the testing of the bomb at 

Alamagordo and the actual dro~ng of the bomb on Hiroshima. But can 

anyone seriously doubt that, ~Germany- just prior to 

somehow~~few at~mic bombs, and had ~destroyed an American 
jl; --~~-~ ;:._.;~~ i /} 

~~ in which w~oyed Hiroshima tz._Q.-L-\. -

n preparation for the Nuremberg dropping 

We would probably be better off today had this been the 

actual course of events for if the Germans had been the on,y ones to 

use the bomb as an instrument of mass murder, we could have shrugged 

our shoulders land said: "What else .z.allm",J.Dx would you expect from the 

Huns? " 
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-'During the war· the Germans had attempted to fore 

out of the" war by bombi~~- ~e resid~al sections of R~dam 
air and _killing tens or the'\:i!.B'ft~ men~ -wotl'ffi, , a.nd clfildren. 

Holland 

from the 

Terror 

bombing may ~have bean invented by the Germans, but it is the 

barriers against tl:li> u~e of the bomb a-s w i.nst:r;:nwel'Tt ef- mass murder~ ~ ~ 

~~rimarily because of this~~e scientists turned their att ention after 

the war almost exclusively to the issue of getting rid of the bomb, and 
-r: J.a . 1 "'""t I~ ' f ,.If I 

there was no 1 one among them f 't f].Y who was ~ to e-xamine dispassion-
f // 

ately whether the bomb - cleansed of its bloddy connation - might not r)1~ 

provide us wi th a novel basis for the org~niz~tion of pc~ce . To some 

axtent this preoccupation with atomic disarmament was justified for 

there was a real danger that a war between America and Russia might 

break out as the direct result of an atomic a rms race ~~-r~~s~ 
~c:rrr a'"'t om trlro1ffi5 l~ ... -

}4 t 
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might well change the premise on which the foreign policies of 

the great powers were in the past~ and eliminate the instability 

inherent in those basic p 

INSERT (shift above) 

I do not wish to discuss here the moral issue r a ised by the 
I 

use of the bomb, but I want ~say this : can anyone in his right mind 

doubt tha t had Germany got t»e bomb first and used it for destroying 

an American city in the way \'le destroyed Hiroshima , after the defea t 

of Germany the destruction of\ a city by a tomic bombs would ha ve been 

defined as a war crime , and those Germans responsible for this crime 

' would have been tried at Nure berg and hanged . 

rephrasing 
just prior to losing the war 

that had Germany/somehow made a few bombs and destroyed 

an American city in the way in hich we destroyed Hiroshima 

After the war most scientists , b th those who were opposed to the 

dropping of the bomb and those whp did not oppose it, devoted their 

ma in attention to t~e problem of ow to rid the world of this instru-

ment of mass murder . \ 

I 
Baruch negotia~ions 

The ~premise\ 
Maybe we ought not 
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(h/. (._ ~ ~~·'" 
~Jfth1s was no t the a ctual 

else do you expect ~o the 

been the 

barrier to the use of the bomb a s an instrument of ma ss murder, we a r e 

now faced with the tedious t ask of convincing the governments of the 

great powers tha t enlightened self-interest demands the adoption of a 

use of the bomb which entails its diver-

murder into a less exciting, but 

by no means less potent, instrume~t of demolition . -, 

After the end of the war particularly, all scientists turned, 
' 

because of the manner in which the bo~b was used, to the issue of 

getting rid of the bomb, and I know of no one who was willing to ex

amine dispassionately the question of whether the bomb, cleansed of 

' its bloody connota tion, might not provide us with a new basis for a 

stable peace . To some extent this preoccupation with a tomic disa rma 

ment was justified even though it was clea r th~t in a certa in sense we 
/ 

cannot ever get rid of the bomb . For, once we h~ve lea rned how to make 
, some 

the bomb apd unless somehow we can contrive/how to forget it, in a sense 
I 

the bomb 1 will remain with us . For ever thereafter, if war should break 

out any of the s ame reasons for which war broke out in the past, 

eve if there a re no bombs in existence at the outset of the war, the 

war might well turn into an a tomic war and an all-out a tomic ca t a strophe. 
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America and Russia 

and indeed I am 

was the danser that a wa r between 
an 

as a result of/atomic a rms r a ce, 

~uld not have k«~ happened had -
there been a pr 

.-:--
cted period after the first Russian atomic bomb 

hared. 

a the first Russian atomic bomb test followed by a protracted 

period during tkbduoc which Russia _?O)..lld, have gradually built up her. / 
~/~ J ;L· ~ / 1 ~ ' 

stockpile of atomic bombs . Perhaps no one in America would h~ve advo-
~.(-1- • 

cated a preventive war and few might ha ve advocated it in private , t 

if this critical period had l a sted long enough, America would have 

displayed an increasing inclination to make stiff demands and t ake cal-

culated risks . Somewhere in the subconscious of statesmen a voice 

would have said: 11either we get what we want - well and good -- or we 

do not , and at least we have the war at a time when it does not as yet f 

endanger our national existence . 

Right now we are past the point where a war is likely to arise 

a s a result of the atomic arms race itself . ,So it eeems to m~ ttte·· "t1me 

1'ICI:-s-.come..-i!'-0!"-e~· -e<ftt~' b~Si~;~-t;iy reexamine what 1:1eeds--·w· be 

~ 
and this~ 

i;::/' ~ 
good tim perhaps f 9r scientists to reassess the situation 

which we actually face 

. 
'· r;rhe public discussion of such issues as "shall we or whall we 

" 
not stop testing hydrogen bombs 11

, which preceded the 'last Ame rican elec

tions, has tended to confuse further the real issues . Those who advocated 

stopping all bomb tests implied that this was meant to be a first step 

~_:owa~ rid of the bomb altogether . The implicit premise of I 



all such discussions is the notion that if only America and Russia 
a 

could devise/foolproof inspection system so that secret violations 

of an disarmament agreement could be detected with great assurance~ 

both we and Russia might then be willing to get rid of the bomb and 

be satisfied with possessing conventional~ non-atomic weapons . I be-

14. 

lieve that this premise is not correct. I believe that niehter Russia 

nor America would be willing to get rid of their pombs even though 

they could be sure that their adversary is getting rid of his bombs 

also ~ and moreover I suspect that getting rid of the bomb is far from 

being the best course of action tha t NBxnHBK is open to them in the 
If 

present circumstances. Rmr ,Russia and America are on the verge of 

reaching an agreement on , disarmament ~ it is likely to be the kind of 

agreement which eliminates from their xnmamamnanx armaments bows and 
I 

arrows . If it should really turn out tha t they are thinking of reach

ing an agreement that would eliminate bomb tests and would eliminate 

the development of new types of bombs and bomb tests~ they had better 

think again before they go forward with such an agreement ~ for I am 

convinced/ that the issues involved here have not been thought through 
I 

so far1 have not even been touched upon in public discussions of the bomb~ 

and I strongly suspect theY. have not been thought t~ugh either in / . 

J ~·· £$eo'f c.._~ ~ 4,/'.;~ ~ t<) 

~~shington or Moscow There was a time early after the war when men ~--.:::r 

influential in our government were willing to enter into an agreement 

with Russia for the elimination of the bomb. According to the official 

estimate~ it would have taken Russia 7-15 years to produce ±tx her 

bomb, and when the time came where Russia could mass-produce these 

bombs, then many thought we should be willing to give up our bombs in 

return for keeping Russia from making bombs. 1dhether the influence of 
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INSERT - SEPARATE SHE ·T 

INSERT 

Not all governments are alike in this respect; there are those 

that do not believe that God exists~ and those that do not believe that 

God matters. But the difference is at best quantitative . It relates 

to the amount of incentive to which they respond but not to the quality 

of their response . 
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of these men would have been strong enough to sway the government 

of the United St a tes, I could not s ay. In our negotia t ions on the 

Ba r t.lch plan , ':Te talk agout stages but we never define the time scale 

and we never sta. ted a t wha t point we would be willi ng to give up the 

bombs. Why the Russi ans did not f orce us to cla ri f y this point, we 

shall probably neve r l earn . 

There is no indica tion tha t t he Ba ruch pl an was eve r clea r ed 

with t he Sena te leade rship , a s one would have expected had the adminis-

tra tion r eached a concensus tha t they wanted to go through with it. 

Initially I thought that it wa s not in the inte rests of Russia to r e -

main without a tomic bombs because a tomic bombs were the only means by 

which they could ca rry XNN the wa r, in which America and Russia a re 

lined up on opposite sides , to American territory. But l a t e r on I 

permitted myself to become convinced tha t Russia would have welcomed 

some arrangement that would have permitted the world to get rid of the 

bomb . Tne Russians did not know fo r sure how long it would t ake 

them to get the bomb , and instead of pursuing r a tional conside r a tions 

of enlightened self-interest, they were thinking about future wars in 

terms of pa st wa rs; wa rs which Russia had won by retreating within 

her ovm vast terri tory r a ther than by carrying the wa r to someone else's 

territory . So it is probably true tha t for a short period after the 

war it would ha ve been possible to get rid of the bomb had we rea lly 

wanted to badly enough to be willing to be flexible in our demands . But 

this period, if it ever r eally existed a t a ll , existed a t best for a 

very short length of time . Soon therea fter more and more men in our 

government began to look upon the bomb a s an instrument for s a f eguarding 

western ~urope . Thinking in milita ry terms r a ther than in political 
the 

terms, they posed kNxx question of how we could defend We stern ~urope 
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in the conceivable -- although not necessa rily like~;)contingency 
of invasion by Russian troops . Massive retaliation was their handy 

answer, and this of course meant keeping possession of the bomb 

and increasing a s fast as we could our stockpile of bombs . As soon 

as this thought became prevalent, the fate of the Ba ruch plan was 

sea led . The negotiations were continued f or a long time thereafter, 

and whatever was said in these negotiations was s a id for the record. 

On whom we hoped to make a favorable impression with this record has 

so far remained a mystery to me . Those who adoocated the policy of 

massive retaliation felt that it was perfectly permissible for us to 

destroy every Russian city and ±nxnx their inhabitants f or the sake 

of protecting against invasion the territoFy of one o~ our a llies. 

It is not surprising that governments should consider such an attitude 

permissible , for governments are not persons , but it is a different 

matter for individuals who have no governmental responsibility to 

a cquiesce in such a policy . At times I am inclined to doubt their 

sanity . It is as if a man left his apartment in town to go away for 

an extended vacation , and gave notice to burglars that he has placed 

a massive high explosive in his apartment and ha s arranged matte rs so 

that if a burglar forcibly opens the door of the apartment the explo

sive will be detonated and will kill not only the burgla r but all the 

innocent tenants of the apartment house . ~ven though this might be a 

very effective way to deter burgla rs , it is permissible to doubt the 

the s anity of the author of the notice . The threa t of mass retaliation 

must , of course , lose its deterrent a ction when the nation which is 

supposed to be deterred can mass retalia te a lso . The threat of murder 

and suicide can hardly be a ssumed to b e effective . 
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Because initially after the war the scientists were obsessed 

with getting rid of the bomb, it did not occur to any of them that 

bombs could be produced in such large quantity that some day they might 

be used as weapons in the a r ea of comba t r a ther than merely a s instru-

ments for the strategic destruction of cities . The author regrets to 

say that he was among those who overlooked this possibility, and tha t 

for this he can cla im only scant excuse . 

As the threa t of massive reta liation began to lose its effec

tiveness , the emphasis shifted to the employment of a tomic weapons in 

the combat area and to the prevailing policy of trying to fight a war 

in the very spot where the a rmed conflict a rises, and then somehow a t

tempt to localize the wa r . Provided we are willing, if need be , to 

lose such a war and limit in each ca se our investment and the right 

of our losses , a small war - so they s ay - nee~ not ~ trigger a big 
if 

one . Just what the ground rules should be ~~ such a war begins to 

spread , if bombs begin to hit cities , and if an Ame rican city is hit 

leading to the death of hundred of thousands and perhaps millions of 

people , no one as so f a r clearly stated . To say that the war will not 

spread because no one desires that it shall spread, without carefully 

investigating the problem of stability which is involved approa ches , 

it seems to me , a degree of irresponsibility which may be permitted 

to our sta tesmen but which cannot be tolera ted among scientists . 

We must arnuaaiQJ:xmronllr~l~mgblml accept , I believe, the 

that force will continue to be employed or held in reserve by the 

national governments to protect their vita l interests and their nationa l ~ 

integrity . I think we must further a ccept the premise that l a rge bombs, 

capable of destroying a city, will be an integra l pa rt of that f orce. 

Wha t we need to examine now is this: in the approa ching a tomic sta temate 
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where Russia can destroy America to any desired degree and American 

can destroy Russia to any desired degree, is there any basic policy 

concerning the use of force which America could adopt and Russia could 

adopt which would render this stalemate suable ? Stability means the 

requirement of stability demands that even if an American city is 

destroyed or a Russian city is destroyed or if several such cities 

are destroyed, no matter how great the perturbances the disaster caused, 

the conflict remains limited and does not deteriorate into an all-out 

atomic catastrophe . 

I shall describe now the rules of conduct which would satisfy 

this requirement of stability without renouncing the use of force in 

case force needs to be used . Subsequently, having established that 

such rules of conduct would stabilize the atomic stalemate, I will try 

to show in what manner the very existence of the atomic stalemate will 

make it possible for America and Russia to reach a settlement that 

could not be reached hitherto . The only purpose - and perhaps the 

sole content - of the political settlement of which I speak is to make 

sure that, in case of a military conflict between two or more nations 

which does not directly involve either America or Russia , Russia and 

America will not intervene on opposite sides . The policy which I advo-

cate here can be described as follows : 

We could say to Russia : "We cannot renounce the use of force 

in certain contingencies and we may use our large bombs for the purpose 

of destroying cities but we can do all this henceforth without waging 

war in the old sense of the word; i . e. without engaging in combat in 

which soldiers are killed and without killing any innocent civilians . 

It is clearly in your interests as well as in our interests that neither 

of us shall henceforth engage in that kind of a war, and we want to ex

plain to you how force and the threat of force can be used by either of 
us without running the danger of triggering an all-out atomic war." 
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11 There are a number of territories, including of course the 

territory behind the sta tes which we have determined to protect . 

These territories are divided into zones, and we a re presenting to 

you a list of these zones . We trust tha t you shall not find it neces

sary to invade any of these zones with your own soldiers, and that 

you will not permit the invasion of any of these zones by soldie rs 

from any territory under your protection; or if such invasion occurs 

nevertheless you will withdraw your protection from the invading na tion . 11 

11 Should you , however, for any rea son find yourself forced to 

invade any of these zones or forced to permit them to be invaded, then 

we shall destroy a number of your cities . How many cities will be 

destroyed and how l a rge they may be is stated in a list which is a t

tached . We have divided your cities into ten ca tegories , and if you , 

for instance , inva de Iran , we shall destroy a t least three and not 

more than six of your cities falling in category 4 . If you , in fact , 

invade Iran , we will name the cities that we a re going to destroy and 

we shall allow two weeks' time for you to evacuate the population of 

these cities . Perhaps from a purely administrative point of view you 

might find it less troublesome if these cities were b ombed without 

warning so that a l l of the inhabitants would die because then it would 

not be ne cessary to house and feed the refugees , but we a re sure that 

you will see why this would not be desirable . " 

11We know , of course , very well that in an era of the a tomic 

stalemate the policy here announced would trigger an all - out atomic 

war unl ess we were willing on our part to tolera te your destroying as 

many American cities a s we have destroyed in Russia , provided they a re 

cities which fall into the same size category . 11 

"So there shall be no dispute about which city falls into 

what ca tegory , we propose first to sit with you and make up a list of 
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American cities in categories which ~ by stipulation~ will be regarded 

as corresponding in size to the Russian cities of the same category. 

Unless we reach an agreement with each othe r on which American city 

corresponds in size to what Russian city~ and vice versa~ we might 

render the atomic stalemate unstable ....... . 

and thereby eliminate the possibility of any dispute on this score 

with you which might trigger an all-out atomic war in the ca se of a 

local conflict." 

"We want you to understand that if you are \'lilling to pay 

the price listed~ you may move into Iran at any time. We shall have 

no ill feeling about this after having set the price high enough we 

will have no ill feeling about this but would rather consider you a 

fool to up such a high price . Nevertheless, if you, in fact ~ invade 

Iran - to which we shall respond by destroying between one to three 

cities of category 4 (just how many we will decide in the light of 

prevailing circumstances a t the time) -you will force us to revise 

the whole price list upward. You will force us to conclude that we 

have not set the price high enough ~ and we may then revise the whole 

price list upward. Naturally~ we reserve the right to revise the 

price list in any case~ a t any time~ but we ~hall communicate to you 

the new price list promptly ~ and it will not go into effect until after 

you have received it. You might think it rather odd that we shall be 

willing to tolerate the destruction of as many of our own cities as 

we have destroyed of yours~ and naturally we wish this were not neces

sary~ but upon further reflection and with the help of your ma themati

cians~ you will undoubtedly come to the conclusion that there is no 

other way to meet the requirement of stability in an atomic stalemate. 
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If in an atomic stalemate we do not want to use force and yet want 

to be sure that the use of force, including the destruction of cities 

which might occur accidentally or otherwise, does not trigger an all 

out atomic catastrophe, it will be necessary for both of us strictly 

to observe the following rule of conduct: 

"If we destroy one of your cities, we shall tolerate the 

destruction of one of our cities , and if you destroy one or more of 

our cities , we shall destroy an equal number of your cities (of the 

same category) , and in this manner any perturbation of the stationary 

state will lead to a new stationary state in which the same number of 

cities have been lost in Russia as have been lost in America . We hope, 

of course , that you will not invade any of the territories under our 

protection , and we certainly do not intend to invade any of the terri -

tories under your protection . In this case there will be no destruc-

tion anywhere . 11 

"But we cannot foresee the future with certainty . Cities 

might be destroyed by accident . Catastrophes of this sort can happen 
acts 

through mistakes or the X«X~N of some overzealous, patriotic commanders, 

but what we must and can make sure of is that the accident does not 

trigger an all-out atomic war . " 

If this were indeed the policy that Hussia and America both 

decide to adopt , nothing better could happen to us than some minor inva-

sion that would put the system to a test . I shall give presently an 

example of how this might work but, before I do so , it might be well 

to tell an anecdote with which most children were familiar in the countr:l' 

in 1hich I gre\: up . 
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~r.d ~s it crossed the road, one man picked it up and handed it to the 

other. "If you eat the toad 11 he said "I -vTill give you $20 . 11 Twenty 

dollars is a lot of money, and so the man pushed the toad into his 

mouth and tried to swallow it. After working hard he managed to get 

it down, but even after it was down and in his stomach it seemed to 

jump around, and the whole thing was really r a ther horrible . Still 

he got the $20 which he put into his pocket . As they walked further 

along the road, along came another toad. Tne man who had swallowed 

the vit toad and who could still feel itl in his stomac~ turned to 

his companion and said, 11if you swallow that toad, I will give you 

$20 . 11 By that time his companion had begun to regret the loss of 

his $20 ., which after all is a lot of money, and so he accepted . He 

grabbed the toad and pushed it into his mouth, swallowed hard, and 

finally got it down into his stomach. But even after it was down 
/(1; f 

and in his tomach i Q kept jumping, a~ound . It v-ras really quite horri-
r .. ' ... I ft.. . ~ l f.., ·"''1' 

ble. After a while as they kept walking down the road, suddently one 

~ 
of the men turned to the other and asked , 11\'.fhat for did we swallow 

th~ toads? 11 

\!Jere Russia and America to adopt the policy which I am here 

advocating , I can think of nothing that would do more to insure ever

lasting peace in the l.rorld than the following course of events . Russia, 

~~-W6tl~~- h~p;t, may one day decide to take Iran . Our minimum price 

for Iran was three Russian cities of category 4, and our maximum price 

was six . Suppose now , because we are really very indignant, we decide 

to destroy four Russian cities . As soon as we name the cities about 

to be destroyed, the Russians will name four American cities in category 4, 
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and we both begin to evacuate our cities . Housing and feeding the 

evacuees will put a strain on our administration, but somehow we man-

age to take care of them . But public indignation finally induces the 

American government to encourage the south Koreans, whom we are pro-

tecting, to invade north Korea . The Russian list has specified that 

in the case of the invasion of north Korea, they are going to destroy 

between one and two American cities in category 3, and immediately 

after the invasion of north Korea they decide to destroy two American 

cities which they name , and we in turn name the two Russian cities 

which we are going to destroy . All of these cities are evacuated and 

we care for the refugees or evacuees as best we can . In the meantime 

American help south Korea occupies ,~ 
~t..... ~ .. / ,. .Lc..~ y.,_,'f" u :o / u..-x--......_ 
to calm down , we \ dis~over that the Mt.l. ./ 

f -,. / "'1N( 

valuable toiDs than the possession /. ~ . 
/(_'----/~ l~ ~ 

Russia in turn r scove~ that they care more for 

northern Korea . 

independence of 

of northern Korea . 

northern Korea than they care for Iran . Thus there is a basis for 

agreement , and we arrange that in return for Russia's evacu~t~on o~~ 
olo-l"'-""'""'t-'-# ,. ,. I (. 1(' ' I rl 7 ~ 

Iran we shall evacuate north Korea . W'~l,. ±15 fi!lf:l4i occur t'b 
\I.-

ask , 11 \f.lha t for did we swallow those toads ?" 

certainty, but- sooner or 

a happy day it will be for the 

cause of peace . 

Now imagine if you can that in this manner or in some other 

manner the atomic stalemate , in which Russia can destroy America to 

any desired degree and America can destroy Russia to any desired degree, 

can be stabilized . Then not long thereafter it should be possible to 

reach a political stalemate with Russia and to make certain that 

America and Russia will not intervene on the opposite sides in any 
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military conflicts that might break out between nations that are 
Hence a settlement 
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under the protection of neither . 8XR«axaxxetl~mmee becomes possible 

because an atomic stalemate that is stable creates an entirely new 

situation in the world , from which we have eliminated the vicious 

circle in which the great powers found themselves entangled in the 

past whenever a power conflict arose . A classical example for the 

operation of this vicious circle is afforded by the history of the 
Sparta 

Peloponnesian lt/ar, which centered around Athens and &~, and which 

destroyed Greece . Neither Sparta nor Athens wanted war but the rising 

power of Athens threatened Sparta and the rising power of Sparta 

threatened Athens . Because war between them had to be regarded as 

possible , if not probable , each tried to increa se the number of her 
If 

allies and to improve her strategic position. Ifi any conflict which 

arose between them was settled one way or another , it either increased 

Sparta's chances to win the \'lar or it increaserl Athens'' chances to 

win the war . Since the issue of who is gong to win a \o'Tar cannot be 

settled on the basis of compromise, none of the issues could be 

settled . Each step that xmrn Athens took to increase her chances to 

win the war also increased the probability of having a war, and the same 

held true for any such steps that Sparta took . In the end .. .. . . 

In this century America has twice participated in a world war . 

In both cases there was a major rational consideration in favor of Ameri-

can participation . If America had permitted Germany to win either of 

these wars , Germany would have become so strong that she might have 

defeated America in a subsequent war . The basic premise of the foreign 

policy of the great powers in the past was that they must not a llow 

themselves to be maneuvered into a situation where any power or likely 
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coalition of powers could vanquish them. Because of this premise 

they made alliances so as to jockey for position and keep an eye on 

25. 

the increasing war potential of their potential enemies. It is my con

tention that as far Jas Russia and America are concerned, this prmlhise 

is no longer valid. 1'Jhen America and aussia can destroy each other to 

any desired degree so that we have an atomic stalemate, and if they 

adopt a policy that will render this atomic stalemate stable, neither 

of them can be vanquished by any power or coalition of po\;ers . From 

a military point of view, there is no need for them to be concerned 

ab out the rising war potential of any nation . None of the outstanding 

issues between them on which they were deadlocked in the past have any 

bearing on the issue of 'who is going to v'lin the war . " As far as 

military considerations go , it is not important any longer how much 

of these issues is settled . The only thing that remains important 

from the point of view of preserving peace is that each such issue 

should be settled one way or another . Thus the strategic stalemate 

makes it possible to reach a settlement the then freeze the status quo . 

The zones which either America or Russia will want to protect 

will b e limited in number . As to the rest of the world , the only real 

interest America and Russia will have is to enforce peace . Unless 

this is done , we shall have no orderly world development for as long 

as the small nations can hope to bring about forcibly territorial 

changes they will have a strong incentive to acqui~e atomic armaments . 

If a number of nations have atomic bombs , the requirements of stability 

are very difficult to meet even though it is possible to meet these 

requirements also . I shall not go into this in detail since the reader 

can easily figure out for himse , f how this can be done . Howeve~,, if 

the nations are permitted to spend up to 10% of their income for defense , 
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Most of them will have spent as much as they can save and nothing 

will be left for economic development. This would put the burden of 

their economic development on Russia and the United S ates, neither 

of whom is likely to cherish this burden. The cheapest way to relieve 

these nations of such an unnecessary expenditure for defense seems to 
force 

be to establish not an international police R~x but a regional police 

force with great autonomy even though they may be ope rated under the 

auspices of the United Nations. These regional police forces would 

not be token forces. They would be highly mobile forces, armed with 

conventional weapons of high fire power, and they would greatly exceed 

in strength any of those of the nations of the region. Their only 
the 

task would be to safeguard/territorial integrity of the nations in 

the region and not to tolerate any changes of boundaries. ~ven though 

once Russia and the United States have reached a settlement and we would 

have created the conditions under which the United Nations could be 

effective, it woujld seem undesirable to make the United Nations re-

sponsible for the direction of these regional police forces . It would 

ap~ear to be better to give the regional police forces far-reaching 

autonomyj i . e . the member nations who man these forces should have full 

direction of them . It is hardly necessary to spell out the details of 

such a system on this occasion . As long as it is clear that once the 

automic stalemate can be stabilized , Russia and America will be able 

to reach a settlement, and once such a settlement is reached, they will 

be able to cooperate in the enforcement of peace. 

There is a technical point which must be mentioned, however . 

The proposal here presented is based on the existence in sufficient 

quantity of powerful bombs which can destroy a large city without 

spreacing appreciable quantities of radioactive dust across the sur-
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rounding countryside. Do such bombs exist? In the recent past there 

was an announcement, issued by the Atomic Energy Commission, which 

dealt with this subject. The announcement bore a certain resemblance 

to the Phthean oracles, except that it was slightly more ambiguous. 

The announcement followed the test of a bomb which was detonated at 

high altitude, and it seemed to indicate that we have discovered the 

secret of how to make large ~~ bombs which are capable of destroying 

a city without producing dangerous amounts of r~dioactive contamination, 

and it was presented as great good news to the readers of our newspapers. 

Taking the announcement at its face value, I have ever since been pray-

ing to God, let there be a patriotic who will leak the secret 

of how to make clean bombs to the Russians so that in case of war with 

Russia our suburban residents will not perish from radioactivity just 

because the Russians were not able to discover the secret of the clean 

bombs themselves. When I was asked by my Democrat friends if I favored 

an agreement with Russia calling for a test of hydrogen bombs, I told 

them that it might be a mistake to stop Russia from testing atomic 

bombs unless we are sure they have discovered how to make clean bombs. 

That clean bombs can be made, we may take for granted but there still 

remains the question of how fast we can make them and what they will cost . 

On this score, I do not feel at present reassured . The other day I 

was greatly troubled when, in one of the physics seminars open to all 

of the members of the faculty, the speaker indicated that he is seeking 

advice on what to put around the hydrogen bomb to eliminate the abundant 

fall-out of radioactive strontium . To make sure that I heard right, I 

asked him whether the question was was not to put around the hydrog~n 

bomb in order to avoid the fall-out of radioactive strontium . At this 

he grinned and repeated his gKN~~x original question . Are we to conclude 
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that clean bombs a re more difficult to mass produce a t a rea sonable 

cost~ or what ? I submit to you that if it is still necessa ry to 

develop the bomb further~ both here and in Russia ~ in order to be able 

to mass produce clean bombs~ from the point of view presented in this 

paper ~ we would have to regard it a s a ma jor disa ster if~ contra ry to 

expectation~ Russia and America reach an agreement that would stop 

the further development in this direction~ for in the present sta te 

of our ignorance~ it would be irresponsible to scatter in ca se of wa r 

appreciable amounts of r adioa ctive dust over the f a ce of the ea rth. 

Because of our ignorance of the ba sic processes of aging, we 
a 

have no assurance that X«K/comparatively modera te amount of r adioa ctivity 

may not destroy the human race . Depending upon what theory of a ging you 

wish to believe in , and we cannot a t present rule out any of these the-

ories , you may have to conclude that if mankind is exposed to irradia -

tion at a r a the r moderate level, the age a t which scenescence sets 

in will drop from generation to gene r a tion, and tha t a few gene rations 

hence scenescence,which among us sets in somewhere between 65 and 75, 

may set in between 30 and 40 yea rs of a ge . Human longevity is very 

probably the result of a selection which origina ted during prehistoric 

times, when women went on bea ring children as long as they were capable 

of doing so and when the popula tion rem,_. ned stc.. t ionary because of t.e 

high infant mortality . Of the spontaneous muta tions which kept on 

occurring during this period, a few tended to lengthen the childbea ring 

a ge of women , wherea s the ma jority tended to shorten it . This lif e-

shortening effe ct of the ma jority of the muta tions wa s countera cted by 

selection. The offspring of mothers who bore children up through middle 

age had a grea ter representa tion among the surviving p rogeny than the 

offspring of mothers who rea ched scenescence earlie r and stopped beari n ~ 
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children at an earlier age. Nowadays this selection has stopped being 

operative. The lowered child mortality has forced us to limit the 

number of children. Children are born early in marriage, and thereafter 

birth control prevents further pregnancies. With selection for longevity 

no longer operative, an increase in the mututation rates, such as is 

brought about by irradiations emanating from r adioa ctive dust, will 

step by step shorten the child-bearing age of mothers, and hand in hand 

with this there will be a decrease in the age at which scenescence sets 

in. As I said before , we do not know enough about the basic of processes 

of aging to be able to assert that this danter is real, but unless we 

know for certain that this danter does not in fact exist, who would be 

willing to advocate this kind of a risk ? It is difficult to see why 

the issue of the clean bomb should be shrouded in secrecy, and it is 

ne cessary for us to have the relevant information if we are to make up 

our minds on how to live with the bomb . 
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